
Common Sources of STD’s and Explanation of Viruses  

 The most common cause of STD’s is that of sperm bonding with the DNA helix in either male or 

female skin or blood. The term, “Viral” is any form of toxin that attacks the DNA strand in a body that 

causes major malfunction in the person’s ability to activate or suppress genes. The cure for viral 

infections is only found in removing the infected DNA either through skin grafts or severe blood 

transfusions. DNA that is infected in the skin such as near the vagina or penis is always infected with 

sperm that bonds to a small cut or wound on the person. Herpes is a disease far more prevalent in 

women because of rough or severe conditions of sex that cause bleeding. The sperm of the male will 

enter the wound and then the DNA is affected in the area, not throughout the body. The lack of 

research evidence of Herpes and AIDS is due to the unpredictability of gene activation and suppression 

that enables these DNA-sperm mutant genes to try and replicate.  

 The scaring found from herpes in particular is caused by the body attacking the mutant genes 

and feeding on the waste of the area. Meaning the toxins of the mutant genes are not excreted 

throughout the kidneys like other cells, the cell waste accumulates in the area. The research on herpes 

in particular is through the treatment of gene suppression drugs that tend to reduce DNA function 

throughout the entire body. The “flare-up” of a herpes rash is usually caused when the body is 

introduced to an environment such as poor health, stress or intense labor where the need to increase 

cell replication is required. The bodily mechanism used to induce cell production in normal healthy cells 

will also instigate growth in DNA-sperm bonded areas.  

 The cause of mouth herpes is the same incident where women are prone to receiving male 

sperm orally and a minor cut in the mouth or lip will instigate a rash. Men who receive a herpes rash on 

the mouth are prone to being very intimate with a girl after receiving oral sex.  

 AIDS is a disease that is similar to herpes where the sperm-DNA bond is introduced always 

through the rectal cavity of a man or women under severe sexually abuse and a bleeding wound occurs. 

The sperm from the male in either man or woman will enter the blood stream of the victim partner and 

circulate throughout the body. Sperm is not a just a seed for life it is a coupling agent whose only 

counterpart is found in the female vagina. The lining of the skin and interior to the vagina prevents any 

form of DNA-sperm bonding other than that for healthy baby-making.  

 The rise of various strands of AIDS and herpes is through the probability of bonding of sperm-

DNA relationships. The DNA is prone to reactions by sperm due to the size of the structure and coil like 

structure that can become suspended in the gel-like mixture that is semen. The treatment to prevent 

AIDS and herpes as a contraceptive is to use spermicidal lubricant in all instances of abusive sex. The use 

of oral sex by females is not the way the body was designed, but very pleasurable if used with care. The 

truth is to remember that semen is not a pornographic delicacy, but a strong chemical that begins in 

DNA formations. The ingestion of semen is not dangerous and is known to increase loyalty of men.  

 The use of sperm in the rectal cavity or anus has been shown through television to increase 

intimacy, but abusive sex and risk for AIDS is very high whether the partner is male or female. The 

diagnosis of AIDS versus HIV positive/negative is dependent upon the continued abuse of anal sex in one 



partner where anal bleeding allows DNA-sperm bonding. An HIV negative patient is someone who 

participates in anal relationships with gentle care and non-abusive, or the gay person who does not 

receive anal sex, but in a gay relationship. An HIV positive patient is someone experiencing immune 

disorder degeneracy due to the quantity of DNA-sperm to clean DNA in the human body. Someone who 

acquires AIDS over HIV positive is a person who continues to engage in abuse anal sex after diagnosis or 

severe sickness. AIDS is the irreversible condition where the count of DNA-sperm bonded cells 

outnumbers the count of DNA cells. The body will continue to fight AIDS or destroy DNA-sperm, but the 

lack of healthy DNA will determine a person’s overall health and susceptibility to death. The ability to 

produce DNA-sperm fighting antibodies is also reduced with the decrease in healthy cells or continued 

anal sex.  

 The cause of anal warts or warts in men is cause from the same activity however the bonding of 

sperm to DNA is on skin and far less common. Anal warts and occasionally vagina warts is skin that tears 

through an abusive sexual relationship causing not minor bleeding, but similar to a stabbing wound. The 

sperm will embed in the skin similar to a knife cut on a hand causing warts. The same wart found on 

both men and women fingers is caused from sperm bonding to the skin in a variety of different 

manners. The ability to map the types of sperm-DNA bonds has never been performed because sperm 

has a DNA coupling device and has never been believed to bond to other types of DNA. The amount of 

information on viral diseases such as the flu is not always sexually related, but some form of mechanical 

waste enters the air through factory production and alters DNA. The main culprit in degenerative DNA 

chemicals is the combustion of animal waste. Factories have not been held responsible for epidemics 

such as swine flu etc. where the non-humane disposal of animal waste creates airborne strands of gene 

mutants that can bond in the nose or lungs. Viral diseases do not come from human or animal waste as 

these chemicals where present in an organism before with no issue.  

 It has been known that in history when white civilizations “domesticated” tropical areas new 

airborne diseases where created through the burning of livestock carcasses. The rise of new “strands” of 

flu such as the recorded 220 different types of “cold” are not known, but dependent upon the size of 

DNA coupling device. The larger the viral agent the more damaging the virus can be to the body. The 

severity of a virus is the quantity of the DNA coupling contaminant brought into the body. The remedy 

for a viral infection is through the treatment of DNA that accelerates the immune system’s ability to 

attack and denature contaminated DNA. If the body is treated with full nutrition and the lack of NSAIDS 

the body will remove the virus. The use of Aspirin and other agents are used to suppress the bodies 

desire to denature contaminated DNA through temperature. The fever introduced through infections 

either bacterial or viral is caused by the body deliberately elevating temperature to denature large 

sensitive bonds.  

 The use of NSAIDS (non-steroid anti-inflammatory  drugs) to treat fevers reduces the speed of 

recovery where the body is refrained from treating itself. The same use can also be seen in injuries 

where the dislocation of a joint can increase in length by the use of anti-inflammatory agents. The 

swelling of tissues allows the joint to be reset. In terms of viral infection, the use of these drugs slows 

recovery time only for patient comfort, increasing viral damage. The fear of fevers inducing death is not 

well-documented, but feared without understanding that a micro compound of DNA bonding 



capabilities cannot induce a fever by itself. The rise in temperature is not unpleasant for the person as it 

does not reduce symptoms of the virus. The combination can be unpleasant, but the body is 

accelerating the immune system in order to remove a contaminant nearly as dangerous as cyanide. The 

reduction of symptoms of the flu by NSAIDs is not recommended and the viral infection can be removed 

in a few hours or thirty minutes if the body is allowed to protect itself.  


